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The human brain is a complicated and precisely organized organ. Exogenous chemicals,
such as pollutants, drugs, and industrial chemicals, may affect the biological processes
of the brain or its function and eventually lead to neurological diseases. Animal models
may not fully recapitulate the human brain for testing neural toxicity. Brain organoids
with self-assembled three-dimensional (3D) structures provide opportunities to generate
relevant tests or predictions of human neurotoxicity. In this study, we reviewed recent
advances in brain organoid techniques and their application in assessing neural
toxicants. We hope this review provides new insights for further progress in brain
organoid application in the screening studies of neural toxicants.
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INTRODUCTION

The central nervous system (CNS) is the most complex and highly organized organ, is the central
control of the body, and coordinates the activities. The CNS is sensitive to exogenous interference,
including drugs, environmental pollutants, and food additives. Growing evidence suggests that
these perturbations may initiate severe neural toxicity and lead to neurodevelopmental disorders
and neurodegenerative disease (Grandjean and Landrigan, 2014; Babadjouni et al., 2017). These
disabilities may reduce the quality of life of the patients, disturb their behavior, and then increase the
societal and familial burdens (Yamasue and Domes, 2018). Toxicants identified by previous studies
are limited, especially those affecting the nervous system. Due to the limitations in the accessibility
of human brain tissue and species variation, how these toxicants exert their effects on the nervous
system has not been fully elucidated (Crofton et al., 2011; Judson et al., 2014). More efforts need to
be put into discovering these toxicants and elaborating how they induce neural toxicity.

Animal models based on rats, mice, rabbits, dogs, and so on are commonly used for in vivo
neurotoxicity assessment. However, because of species differences between humans and animals,
the information generated from animal assays may not be accurate for humans (Chen et al.,
2019). In addition, large-scale drug assessment based on animal models lacks efficacy and is time-
consuming. The emergence of human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs), including human embryonic
stem cells (hESCs) and human-induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs), provides a new strategy
for modeling the developing human brain, neurological disorders (Takahashi et al., 2007; Yu et al.,
2007), and neural toxicity assessments (Rowe and Daley, 2019). Conventional two-dimensional
(2D) models with uniform cell types lack cell diversity, and they could not fully recapitulate the
complex structure of the brain. Neural disorders caused by toxicants occur within the context of
a multicellular system, and 2D model assessment systems based on hPSCs could uncover only
cell-level phenotypes. Brain organoids, which are three-dimensional (3D) multicellular aggregates
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generated from hPSCs, could partially recapitulate the structural
features of the brain (Dutta et al., 2017). Hence, brain organoid is
a potential model for neurotoxicant screening.

Combined with bulk RNA sequences or single-cell RNA
sequences, researchers can further analyze the changes between
disease and normal organoids at the transcriptional level
(Brazovskaja et al., 2019). In this review, we summarized
the advances in brain organoid techniques and discussed the
application of brain organoids in assessing neural toxicity. We
also discussed the limitations of current organoid models and
potential improvements.

ADVANCES IN BRAIN ORGANOID
TECHNIQUES

In vitro cultured brain organoids have self-organized 3D
structures that recapitulate the aspects of neural function
(Paşca, 2018). Protocols for generating brain organoids can
be classified into two groups: unguided and guided methods
(Kelley and Paşca, 2021). Unguided methods are based on
intrinsic developmental programs, so brain organoids contain
various types of cell lineages (Lancaster et al., 2013; Lancaster
and Knoblich, 2014). The unguided brain organoids contain
heterogeneous brain region identities, which range from the
forebrain, midbrain, and choroid plexus (ChP) to the hindbrain
(Quadrato et al., 2017; Makrygianni and Chrousos, 2021).
However, because neural induction is stochastic and inconsistent,
the brain regions in unguided organoids are positioned
randomly, and the same brain regions are not always present
in every organoids (Camp et al., 2015; Kelley and Paşca, 2021).
Therefore, unguided methods are difficult to fully recapitulate
the spatial structure of the brain in a consistent manner,
which is the main cause of heterogeneity between batches. In
addition, the iPSC lines derived from different individuals also
bring heterogeneity because different iPSC lines have different
preferences to become certain tissue types under unguided
protocols. The heterogeneity also rises from the low surface-
area-to-volume ratio. Combining bioengineered constructs into
the organoids to arrange cell configuration could increase the
reproducibility of unguided brain organoids (Lancaster et al.,
2017). Guided methods modulate the morphogen signaling
pathways that affect anterior-posterior (A-P) and dorsal-ventral
(D-V) patterning to guide brain organoids to obtain specific brain
region identity (Tao and Zhang, 2016). Numerous efforts have
been made to establish region-specific differentiation protocols.
Investigators have already established protocols for constructing
region-specific brain organoids, such as the forebrain, midbrain,
thalamus, cerebellum, and ChP (Muguruma et al., 2015; Kelava
and Lancaster, 2016; Baldassari et al., 2020; Pellegrini et al.,
2020b; Xiang et al., 2020). In general, unguided organoids rely
on intrinsic pattern signals and could spontaneously generate
different brain regions, which are suitable for studies related
to modeling the whole brain. Guided organoids with distinct
regional identities could be used to answer the questions
related to human brain development and disease in the
specific brain region.

The extensive application of brain organoids in modeling
human nervous system disorders in vitro has inspired researchers
to improve current brain organoid models and methods. In brief,
the major limitations of current brain organoid techniques are
nutritional intake in long-term culture and bona fide in vitro
modeling of the real brain.

Long-Time Maturation
When organoids become larger after long-term culture, the core
of the organoids usually becomes necrotic. The shortage of
nutrients and oxygen in the core impedes long-term culture
or the formation of more complex structures. Moreover, brain
organoids also exhibit elevated cell stress, which is a response
to harmful environments, such as hypoxia. The abnormally
higher level of cell stress in brain organoids significantly disturbs
the developmental procedures in the normal brain (Bhaduri
et al., 2020). To solve the abovementioned issues, numerous
methods have been established and could partially reduce
necrosis in organoids.

Maintaining brain organoids in a spinning bioreactor could
enhance nutrient absorption and significantly prolong the
survival time (Lancaster et al., 2013). In addition, developing
a miniaturized multiwell spinning bioreactor Spin� built using
the 3D-printing technique increased the throughput and saved
cost and space (Qian et al., 2016, 2018). These physical methods
provide a dynamic culture system and thus promote the diffusion
of nutrients and oxygen to some extent.

Studies have shown that the survival of brain organoids
could be prolonged up to 2 years (Gordon et al., 2021).
However, due to the lack of in vivo circulatory system, the
progenitor proliferation is reduced over long-term culture. The
insufficiency of nutrients and oxygen in the inner part of
brain organoids impedes the maturation and differentiation of
neurons and glial cells, which is a major obstacle for maintaining
continuous development to maximize brain organoid maturity.
Typically, the shortage of nutrients and oxygen in the core
of brain organoids is essentially due to in vitro cultured
brain organoids that lack vasculature (Yin et al., 2016). For
this reason, incorporating functional blood vessels into the
brain organoids could be a feasible strategy. As endothelial
cells are derived from the mesoderm lineage, one strategy
is assembling endothelial cells into brain organoids. Inducing
endothelial cells (ECs) in brain organoids by treatment or
overexpression of human ETS variant 2 (ETV2) contributes
to the formation of a complex vascular network in brain
organoids (Cakir et al., 2019; Ham et al., 2020). Despite these
physical mixing methods, the use of integrated vascular or
vascular-like structures could solve this issue to some extent.
Furthermore, Mansour et al. (2018) transplanted brain organoids
into the mouse brain to allow host circulation to supply
the organoid grafts. This is the first study to truly integrate
functional vasculature and the bloodstream into the brain
organoid system. Similarly, Bhaduri et al. (2020) transplanted
brain organoid cells into the mouse brain and quickly
reduced the stress to normal levels, and normal developmental
procedures resumed. Therefore, brain organoids need in vivo
environment for maturation.
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Another scheme for the same purpose involves integrating
human umbilical vein endothelial cells into brain organoids
(Shi et al., 2020), adapting the air-liquid interface culture
or organ-on-a-chip system (Berger et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2018; Giandomenico et al., 2019), or using the slicing method
(Qian et al., 2020).

All these methods (Figure 1) indeed strongly improved brain
organoid survival and promoted functional maturation, thus
facilitating the capability of brain organoids to model the human
brain. In terms of toxicity evaluation, it allows assessing drug
toxicity to CNS in both developmental stage and adults.

Blood-Cerebrospinal Fluid Barrier
Modeling
Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) can transport nutrients and eliminate
by-products in the brain. The ChP can form the blood-CSF
barrier (B-CSF-B) and secrete CSF (Lun et al., 2015). Similar
to the blood-brain barrier (BBB), the B-CSF-B acts as a barrier
to protect the CNS (Ghersi-Egea et al., 2018). In addition to its
barrier function, the ChP also plays a role in transporting and
metabolizing various nutrients, hormones, and other compounds
(Ghersi-Egea et al., 2018). In pharmacology and toxicology
studies, in vitro CNS barrier models are critical for testing

whether therapeutic drugs could reach the CNS and exert a
therapeutic or toxic effect. However, modeling a functional
brain barrier system remains a challenge for current organoid
techniques. Organoids generated by assembling endothelial cells,
pericytes, and astrocytes express tight junctions, molecular
transporters, and drug efflux pumps, which present the main
features of the BBB (Cho et al., 2017; Bergmann et al., 2018).
In addition to the BBB, Pellegrini et al. (2020b) generated ChP
organoids that formed tight junctions and could secrete CSF-
like fluid. ChP organoids have been proven to qualitatively and
quantitatively predict the permeability of drugs and have been
successfully applied to demonstrate that ChP cells are the main
target of SARS-CoV-2 virus in the CNS (Jacob et al., 2020;
Pellegrini et al., 2020a). Hence, the generation of brain organoids
containing brain barrier-like structures offers a reliable model for
disease modeling and investigates the neurotoxicity of drugs and
potential mechanisms.

Assembloids
The human brain is composed of various regions arranged
in spatial order. Normal brain functions rely on interregional
interactions based on neural circuits between brain regions.
Although brain organoids have been employed to model certain

FIGURE 1 | Schematic showing the methods to improve the survival and maturation of brain organoids. Due to the lack of in vivo circulatory system, the progenitor
proliferation is reduced over long-term culture. The insufficiency of nutrients and oxygen in the inner part of brain organoids impedes the maturation and differentiation
of neurons and glial cells. To promote nutrient and oxygen diffusion, physical mixing is the most common method. Adapting bioengineering methods, including
vasculature or scaffolds created by 3D printing and organ-on-a-chip systems such as microfluidics, to brain organoid systems also works. In addition, adapting the
organotypic cultures into a brain organoid culture system by slicing organoids to reduce the thickness or further culturing them on an air-liquid interface system could
also promote the absorption of oxygen and nutrients. The most essential cause of this problem is that brain organoids lack a functional vascular system. Building
functional blood vessels could solve this problem to a large extent. Such strategies include introducing/inducting ECs or implanting them into the mouse brain.
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aspects of the brain, neither guided nor unguided methods could
model interactions between brain regions. Generating organoids
containing ordered multi-region brain organoids is, therefore,
necessary. To model the interregional interactions, several groups
developed methods, including introducing a signal center or
fusing organoids of different regions. Sonic hedgehog (SHH)
guides D-V patterning in a concentration gradient-dependent
manner (Tao and Zhang, 2016). Introducing an SHH signal
center into one pole of the developing forebrain organoid
provided an asymmetric morphogenetic cue for generating
in vivo topography-like brain organoids (Cederquist et al.,
2019). The concept of modularity was also introduced into
modeling multiple regions of the brain with brain organoids.
Specifically, generating different brain region-specific organoids
separately and then fusing them together could model complex
interactions between brain regions (Bagley et al., 2017; Birey et al.,
2017). Fused medial ganglionic eminence (MGE) and cortical
organoids could recapitulate the interneuron migration between
MGE and the cortex, which provided deeper insights into
molecular dynamics during human brain development (Xiang
et al., 2017). The fused corticothalamic organoids and cortico-
striatal organoids could model axon projections between the
thalamus or striatum and cortex, which allowed us to investigate
circuit connectivity development and related disorders (Xiang
et al., 2019; Miura et al., 2020). In addition, building cortical-
motor assembloids by fusing cortical, spinal, and skeletal muscle
spheroids generates corticomotor circuits. In these assembloids,
activating cortical neurons could control muscle contraction by
activating motor neurons, which provides tools for investigating
the cortico-spinal-muscle circuit (Andersen et al., 2020). Fused
brain organoids containing prepatterned region identities could
recapitulate interregional interactions and, thereby, have great
potential in studying human brain nervous system disorders
(Chen et al., 2020).

Brain Organoid Transplantation
The capacity to repair and replace injured neurons in the
adult brain is limited (Sun, 2016). Previous treatment of
neurodegeneration and CNS injury is mainly slowing down
the neuronal damage and decreasing the loss of neural cells.
The neural transplantation strategy aimed at supplementing
damaged/lost neurons to promote functional repair of brain
lesions brings promise for the treatment of these diseases.
Transplanted region-specific progenitor cells could differentiate
into certain types of cells and integrate into damaged areas.
Indeed, transplantation of hPSC-derived defined neurons into
the brain focal zone of rodent and non-human primate models
has shown improvements in damaged functions (Kriks et al.,
2011; Kikuchi et al., 2017; Tao et al., 2021). Since brain
organoids contain various neuronal cell types, brain organoid
transplantation may provide another option to repair large
lesions in the brain. However, whether brain organoids could be
utilized in transplantation is not clear.

Mansour et al. (2018) transplanted brain organoids into the
mouse brain to facilitate vascularization. Compared with NSC
transplantation, organoid transplantation showed increased cell
survival, progressive neuronal differentiation, and maturation

and formation of robust vascularization and neuronal networks
with the host brain (Daviaud et al., 2018; Mansour et al.,
2018). Our group generated small human cerebral organoids
and transplanted them into the mouse medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC) (Dong et al., 2021). The grafts established subcortical
projections and formed mutual synaptic connections with host
mouse neurons. In addition, the host mice demonstrated
an increased startle fear response, suggesting the functional
integration of grafts in the mouse brain (Dong et al., 2021). Brain
organoids consist of various neural cell types and are sufficient
for repairing brain injury. Therefore, in a microenvironment that
promotes better survival after transplantation, brain organoids,
due to their advantages in cell-type diversity and modeling
mini-brain tissue, may become an optional source of neural
repair in large-scale injury, such as stroke and brain injury
(Wang et al., 2020).

Furthermore, in addition to prospects in repair treatment,
transplanting brain organoids into the mouse brain may also
be a potential tool for investigating the impacts of neural
toxicants on neural migration and projection. Specifically, human
organoids, including neurons and glial cells, integrate into host
brains after implantation. The in vivo environment promotes the
maturation of both the morphology and function of neurons and
glial cells. This human-mouse chimeric brain model could be
further applied to test how the compounds affect human neurons
dynamically after physiological absorption and distribution
processes, including the process of crossing the BBB.

Together, brain organoid technologies provide a robust
platform for the in vitro studies of human brain development,
neuronal function, and disorders. Although the technology has
recently made great progress, many deficiencies remain to be
further optimized.

APPLICATION OF BRAIN ORGANOIDS IN
ASSESSING NEURAL TOXICITY

The CNS is sensitive to exogenous interference, and
perturbations in exogenous chemicals could disturb the normal
developmental process or function of the brain, ultimately
resulting in nervous system disorders. Experiments based on
animal models have provided abundant information about
neural toxicants, but due to species differences, part of the
information generated from animal assays may not always be
accurate for humans (Hartung, 2009). Moreover, animal models
are usually not suitable for large-scale screening because of the
labor and time costs (Hou et al., 2013).

The hPSCs are capable of generating different cell types and,
therefore, offer a platform for identifying toxicants in vitro.
Studies have verified the feasibility of hiPSCs for predicting
neural toxicity by validating the effects of well-known toxicants,
such as retinoic acid (Colleoni et al., 2011) and ethanol (Kim
et al., 2014, 2016), on the brain. These studies identified genes
that participate in neural toxicity processes and thus paved the
way for identifying neural toxicants on a large scale. Importantly,
neural toxicants may affect multiple cell types in the brain, while
the 2D monolayer culture system could not mimic the complex
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structure and the inherent physiological conditions of the brain
(Gupta et al., 2016). The 3D brain organoids contain diverse types
of cells and exhibit similar brain structures; thus, brain organoids
may have great potential to bridge unfilled gaps.

Compared with animal models, in vitro studies have revealed
that cultured brain organoids have more similarities in cell
composition, gene expression profiles, and protein composition
with human fetal neocortex (Camp et al., 2015; Bershteyn et al.,
2017; Nascimento et al., 2019). For example, brain organoids have
the characteristics of the outer subventricular zone (oSVZ), while
mouse brains do not have this layer (Smart et al., 2002; Lui et al.,
2011; Lancaster et al., 2013). oSVZ progenitors contain radial glial
cells, which are one of the main contributors to neurogenesis
and cortical expansion in the human brain (Fietz et al., 2010).
Therefore, alteration of oSVZ could be used as the potential
readout for the effects of neurotoxicants on the developing brain.
Taken together, brain organoids have provided high-performance
and high-throughput platforms to assess neural toxicants.

Application in Assessing Neural
Toxicants
With the rapid development of society, humans are actively
or passively exposed to various chemicals. During gestation,
prenatal exposure to these chemicals may result in severe
embryonic malformation or nervous system disabilities,
including but not limited to microcephaly, facial malformation,
autism, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, and other
nervous system disorders (Grandjean and Landrigan, 2014).
Because of species variation and ethical issues, it is not easy
to explore how these chemicals induce abnormal embryonic
development in animal models or preclinical trials. For example,
thalidomide was used to treat sickness for pregnant women
and, unfortunately, it caused limb hypoplasia in fetuses (Franks
et al., 2004; Knobloch and Rüther, 2008). These incidents were
attributed to differences in the CYP3A7 enzyme between humans
and rodents (Kazuki et al., 2016). Thus, the use of animal models
in drug development stages failed to anticipate these incidents.
Conclusions obtained from animal assays may not be applicable
to humans, so the results need further validation in humans,
especially for the toxicity.

Human brain organoids provide a promising strategy for
neural toxicity research in vitro. The most well-known in vitro
embryotoxicity test system is the embryonic stem cell test
(EST) (Seiler and Spielmann, 2011). ESCs have been utilized to
assess embryotoxicants at different time periods. Similar to the
EST, the process of evaluating neurotoxic substances in brain
organoids typically involves adding compounds to the brain
organoid culture system at a certain time to simulate acute or
prolonged exposure during pregnancy and then analyzing the
morphological, transcriptional, and functional changes.

Drug abuse or substance abuse is increasing at alarming
rates, which has caused serious social problems. Previous studies
have revealed that prenatal exposure to cocaine could disrupt
cortical development and ultimately impair neural behavioral
development (Singer et al., 2002; Rando et al., 2013). Studies
in rodents demonstrated that prenatal cocaine exposure induces

changes related to CYP-mediated drug metabolism in the
cytoarchitecture of the embryonic neocortex (Lee et al., 2011).
Nevertheless, the significant differences in neocorticogenesis and
CYP enzymes between humans and rodents make it difficult to
translate findings from rodents to humans. Because CYP3A5 is
predominantly expressed at the early stage of neocorticogenesis,
Lee et al. (2017) employed brain organoids to model prenatal
cocaine exposure. Cocaine was added to the culture at a
concentration of 3 µM for 1 h every other day. The researchers
demonstrated that cocaine induces brain development deficits
through CYP3A5-mediated reactive oxygen species generation,
neocortical progenitor cell proliferation inhibition, induction
of premature neuronal differentiation, and interruption of
neural tissue development. Treatments targeting CYP3A5 could
alleviate the nervous system deficits caused by prenatal cocaine
exposure in humans. Methamphetamine (METH) is a stimulant
that causes system-wide changes to the brain when abused.
Clinical studies have shown that prenatal METH exposure could
cause fetal growth restriction (Smith et al., 2006; Nguyen et al.,
2010). Dang et al. (2020) utilized brain organoids to study the
effect of prenatal METH exposure on the developing brain.
They treated cerebral organoids with 5 µM METH, which is
a physiologically relevant concentration. They then confirmed
that METH treatment induced gliosis and neuroinflammation,
ultimately resulting in neurotoxicity. Using single-cell sequencing
technology, they observed robust transcriptional responses in
METH-treated glial cell types, which were often overlooked
in other studies. Similar to drugs, prenatal alcohol exposure
could also induce brain abnormities at both the biochemical
and structural levels, which is known as fetal alcohol spectrum
disorder (FASD). Insufficiently, current studies mostly focused on
the second and third trimesters, and few studies have addressed
the first trimester (Riley and McGee, 2005; O’Connor and Paley,
2009). Several studies employed brain organoids to investigate
the effects of alcohol exposure on early developmental stages
(Zhu et al., 2017; Arzua et al., 2020). The ethanol concentrations
in these studies were equivalent to or below the blood alcohol
concentration of binge drinking studies. These researchers
found that prenatal alcohol exposure could lead to reduced
cell proliferation, impaired neural differentiation, increased cell
death, and extensive transcriptomic changes. Therefore, brain
organoids offer a feasible model for neurotoxicity studies.

Active exposure is based on personal initiative, while
passive exposure usually happens without realizing it, such
as second-hand smoking and air pollution. In contrast to
active exposure, passive exposure to ubiquitous environmental
chemicals cannot be avoided, which is individually reported
to be associated with adverse pregnancy outcomes (Bellinger,
2013; Padula et al., 2020). Investigators harnessed brain
organoids to estimate the link between environmental
chemical exposure and nervous system disorders. For
example, nicotine exposure induced premature neuronal
differentiation and damaged cortical development (Qiao et al.,
2018), and valproic acid exposure caused nervous system
dysfunction and increased the risk of autism (Cui et al.,
2020). The difference between active and passive exposure
is that the concentration that is absorbed into the body
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would be not the same. In addition, the duration also varies
substantially. Ultimately, the degree of impact on the fetus
is not the same.

Numerous studies have shown that exposure to environmental
toxicants during pregnancy might contribute to the occurrence
of nervous system disorders (Pamies et al., 2018). However,
the majority of environmental toxicants are undefined. Brain
organoids could be used to establish an efficient and reliable
platform for screening environmental chemicals that are toxic to
neurodevelopment. Investigators have indeed tried to establish
such a platform and tested the feasibility of some known toxicants
(Sandström et al., 2017).

These findings support that brain organoids offer a reliable
tool for illustrating the mechanism underlying nervous system
disorders caused by toxicants. The combination of brain organoid
techniques, machine learning, and omics data enables a platform
for screening neural toxicants on a large scale.

Application in High-Throughput Toxicity
Testing
Chemical compounds are widely used in human life, while
safety testing results from in vitro or animal tests are usually
difficult to verify in humans because of practical and ethical
constraints (Parasuraman, 2011). Brain organoids, which
resemble human tissues and are cultured in dishes, provide
the opportunity to generate more relevant predictions
for human neurotoxicity (Truskey, 2018; Takahashi,
2019). Building a toxicity testing system to identify such
compounds before their widespread application may reduce the
potential for disease.

It would be challenging to combine brain organoids
with high-throughput methods for toxicity screening because
efficient testing of a large number of compounds at various
concentrations requires automated high-throughput workflows,
which challenges the capacity and practicality of a model.
Renner et al. (2021) developed a highly homogeneous and
reproducible 3D model system of the human midbrain for
high-throughput screening applications. They verified the
capability of high-throughput screening by applying this system

to assess the general neurotoxic and dopaminergic neuron-
specific toxic effects of a library of 84 compounds, and they
demonstrated the feasibility of quantitatively assessing cell-
type-specific toxicity in human organoids. In addition to
neural functional analysis, Sirenko et al. (2019) employed
calcium oscillations as a readout to evaluate neurotoxicity, as
calcium signaling is one aspect of capturing the effects related
to neurotoxicity.

Brain organoids could be applied as a robust high-
throughput platform for screening environmental toxicants
(Figure 2). Combining morphological analysis, functional
evaluation, multiomics data, and machine learning algorithms
enables a comprehensive and reliable high-throughput screening
of environmental toxicants. Furthermore, these high-throughput
models also have utility for drug safety evaluation.

FURTHER DIRECTIONS

In recent years, there have been breakthroughs not only in brain
organoid generation technology but also in the application in
many aspects, such as disease modeling, toxicity screening, and
drug screening. Brain organoids have validated their value as a
model for the human brain, even though it is still difficult to fully
recapitulate the real human brain. First, the cell-type diversity
needs further expansion in brain organoids (Sun et al., 2021).
Although protocols have been established to enrich neuronal
cell types in brain organoids, including non-neuronal lineage
cells such as endothelial cells and microglial cells (Abud et al.,
2017; Cakir et al., 2019; Ham et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2020),
it is still difficult to establish the immune environment in
brain organoids. Thus, current brain organoids could not be
used to fully model the interactions among brain tissues, i.e.,
the vasculature and inflammatory components (Pham et al.,
2018; Chukwurah et al., 2019; Fagerlund et al., 2021). Future
studies need to focus on importing non-neural cell components
and integrating bioengineering approaches to construct brain
organoids that include flowing blood or blood substitutes and
immunologic niches.

FIGURE 2 | Human-mouse chimeric brain in neurotoxicity study. Brain organoids are transplanted into the mouse brain to establish a human-mouse chimeric brain
model. Two to three months after human cells are incorporated into the host brain, the test compounds are administered to the mice. Then, subsequent readouts of
neurotoxicity could be obtained by behavioural tests, immunohistochemistry, electrophysiology and other experiments.
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Although brain organoids could mimic the human brain
to some degree, brain organoids cannot generate the same
pattern as the brain due to the lack of supportive tissue and
body axes (Wang, 2018). The current brain organoid protocols
usually depend on the inherent nature of self-organization
into distinct structures, which results in heterogeneity and
batch effects. Large-scale toxicant screening studies would be
disturbed in the acquisition of conclusive and generalizable
results (Costamagna et al., 2021). Reducing heterogeneity is
essential for the application of brain organoids in disease

modeling and large-scale studies. Optimizing the early steps
of brain organoid generation protocols, such as embryoid
formation and neural induction, could facilitate the production
of uniform human brain organoids (Sivitilli et al., 2020). Brain
organoids typically contain dozens of neural tubes, and the
number of neural tubes in each organoid is different, which
leads to heterogeneity in the size of brain organoids. Therefore,
generating brain organoids containing a single neural tube
might ensure the production of uniform brain organoids (Wang
et al., 2021). However, current methods are based on manual

FIGURE 3 | Application of brain organoids in neurotoxicity assessment. Typically, neurotoxicity to brain organoids is measured by morphological analysis, such as
bright field microscopy and immunohistochemical analysis. By combining transcriptomics, metabolomics and proteomics analysis, researchers could identify the
certain mechanisms underlying neurotoxicity. Additionally, the functional changes in neurons can be clarified by electrophysiology and calcium imaging analysis.
Moreover, in high-throughput neurotoxicity studies, the readouts are usually collected by miniaturized monitors such as MEAs and microcameras and then
processed by a machine learning algorithm processor. The combination of machine learning algorithms enables comprehensive and reliable high-throughput
neurotoxicity assessment.
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isolation of a single neural tube, which is still labor consuming.
In addition, adopting more engineering strategies into brain
organoid generating systems could reduce heterogeneity to a
large extent (Hofer and Lutolf, 2021). These strategies include
increasing the degree of automation, using defined media, and
performing evaluations in real time.

To model the human brain development process and
elaborate structure, brain organoids have the potential
to predict compound effects on the CNS. Studies have
employed brain organoids to investigate the mechanism of
neurodevelopmental disorders caused by prenatal exposure
to specific chemicals. Combining morphological analysis,
functional evaluation, multiomics data, and machine learning
algorithms facilitates organoid-based screening platforms that
work in a high-throughput and high-performance manner.
However, it must be pointed out that strategies based on
self-organization and default-differentiation protocols may
lead to data variation, so the differentiation process should
be strictly controlled. Generating region-specific organoids,
such as utilizing midbrain organoids to assess cell-type-
specific toxicity, would to some extent reduce the variants.
In addition, readouts are usually obtained by optical sensors,
which could provide only limited information (Hofer and
Lutolf, 2021). Integrating multiple types of sensors, such
as MEAs and microcameras, into the brain organoid
system to perform real-time detection is challenging and
requires miniaturized sensors and relevant adjustment of
the culture system.

Although numerous studies have proven that brain organoids
have great potential in neurotoxicant screening and further
mechanistic studies, animal studies are still essential. Brain
organoids which are human-derived cells have the advantages
of in vitro modeling of the human brain development process,
and a relatively short experimental period could be applied to
high-throughput screening studies. However, the disadvantages
are also obvious. The current brain organoid technologies are
not capable of modeling functional placentas in the brain
organoid system. Thus, brain organoids could be used only as
a preliminary assessment tool before animal studies or as an
added validation tool after animal experiments. In addition,
almost all the tested compounds in brain organoids are applied
directly to the medium, which is convenient but ignores the

process of absorption and distribution. Hence, the obtained
conclusions need to be validated in animal experiments.
Alternatively, the human-mouse chimeric brain could be
used to test how compounds affect neuronal function after
physiological absorption and distribution processes, including
the process of crossing the BBB (Figure 3). Nevertheless,
the current brain organoid technique acts as a prescreening
or verification tool in neurotoxicity research. All these
shortcomings of brain organoid techniques require further
improvement for more realistic recapitulation of the real
in vivo environment.

In conclusion, the brain organoid technique provides a robust
tool for evaluating the toxic compound exposure in nervous
system diseases. A high-throughput neural toxicant screening
platform allows the screening of possible neural toxicants before
their widespread use and thus reduces the risk of potential
disease. Although inadequacies still exist in the current brain
organoid techniques, recent studies have widely demonstrated
that brain organoids hold great promise in neural toxicant
examinations. With the development of bioengineering and
automation techniques, brain organoids would be generated in
batches with uniform properties to facilitate neural toxicant
assessment studies.
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